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Abstract - This paper proposes an executable system architecting (XTUML), and Virtual Machines (VM). However, because
paradigm for discrete event system modeling and analysis through their goal is automatic code generation, these approaches are
integration of a set of architecting tools, executable modeling tools, all based on UML StateChart Variants, which means they take
analytical tools, and visualization tools. The essential step is an asynchronous view of the system and focus on the reactive
translating SysAML-based s ecifications into Colored Petri Nets***-translaingSysL-basespeciicatinsitoCoorebehavior of the individual object. For the purpose of general
(CPNs) which enables rigorous static and dynamic system analysis as .

m
.

well as formal verification of the behavior and functionality of the systaem elig,t UML state mah eslack wellined
SysML-based design. A set of tools have been studied and integrated executable semantics, do not support modeling of multiple
that enable a structured architecture design process. Some basic instances of classes, and do not scale well to large systems.
principles of executable system architecture for discrete event system An alternative approach to the executable architecture
modeling that guide the process of executable architecture specification is to incorporate Colored Petri Nets (CPNs) as a
specification and analysis are discussed. This paradigm is aimed at supplement to UML diagrams. Currently, much of the work in
general system design. Its feasibility was demonstrated with a C4- this field is concerned with the transformation process [1, 2, 3].
type network centric system as an example. The simulation results Petri Nets have also been used to ascribe formal execution
was used to check the overall integrity and internal consistency of the semantics to UML notations via a rule-based approach [4].
architecture models, refine the architecture design, and, finally, verify Some research even proposes a CPN profile for UML [5].
the behavior andfunctionality ofthe system being modeled

However, much of the work is still based on the transformation
Keywords Discrete-event system, SysMIL, CPN, Modeling, ofUML state machines [1]. Only a few studies that emphasize
Executable Architecture the interactive behavior between systems components can be

found in literature [6, 7]. Using only CPN to specify and
I. INTRODUCTION simulate a system is also possible [8]. However, this method is

not very common because CPN is not good at giving purely
Architecture modeling furnishes abstractions for use in static descriptions of system architecture.

managing complexities, allowing engineers to visualize the The MITRE Corporation developed an Executable
proposed system and to analyze the problem domain and Architecture Methodology for Analysis (EAMA) that
describe and specify the architecture for the solution domain. translates DoDAF architecture into an executable form using a
However, most architecture packages still only produce static federation of business process models, communications
products. Static models are hard to verify and validate because network models, and combat simulations. Its primary
in such models the collaborations between various components application is in enterprise architecture. Still, relatively few
defined in the architecture and the information flows among studies [9] can be found that derives executable models for
them are specified in a static way. Consequently, they fail to general system from System Modeling Language (SysML)
depict the temporal relationships of those components as well specifications. The research described in this paper will
as resource utilization over time and thus provide little contribute to this field of study.
information about how the system behaves in operational The paper is organizes as follows. Section II discusses the
environments. For example, it is very hard, if not impossible, methodologies that supports executable architecting paradigm.
to explore causally chained events and possible system states Section III presents their application to the modeling and
given a trigger. Rigorous verification and validation of system analysis of the Global Earth Observation System of Systems
specifications requires executable models. Simulation (GEOSS). Finally Section IV sums up the conclusions and
capability is typically integrated with executable architectures discusses directions for further research. The reader is
to further support dynamic analysis of system behavior, assumed to be familiar with the basic ideas of SysML and CPN.
performance, and effectiveness.

The significance of executable modeling increase as II. PROPOSEDAPPROACHES
systems become more complex. Many studies have been
undertaken in this field, especially in the software industry. A. Executable System ArchitectingParadigm
Among them, several schemes have been developed to make
Unified Modeling Language (UML) executable, such as The executable architecting is not yet a mature field. No
Executable UML (xUML), Executable and Translatable UML single modeling tool currently available comes close to
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supporting the full range of capabilities needed for executable modularity, and facilitates analysis and verification. Based on
architecting (e.g. specification, presentation, simulation, and these criteria, the Colored Petri Net (CPN) emerges as the best
analysis of both the static structure and dynamic behavior of a choice among those formalisms investigated. The basic
system). Therefore, this paper proposes a combined use of notation for Petri Nets is a bipartite graph consisting of places
several related tools in an effort to take the immediate and transitions that alternate on a path and are connected by
advantage of the best features of each tool. The directional arcs [11]. Tokens are used to mark places, which
interoperability of these tools is, therefore, required and represent the state of a system. When certain conditions hold,
studied. transitions will be fired, causing a change in the placement of

For the specification of formal models, the Systems tokens and thus the change of system states. CPNs extend the
Modeling Language (SysML) is preferred because it supports vocabulary of basic Petri Nets allowing tokens to have an
the development of a broad range of systems thanks to its rich associated attribute and add new features that enable Petri Nets
set of diagrams, rigorous syntax and semantics, and easiness to to scale to large system modeling. CPNs combine the strength
interpret. Extended from UML, SysML is an object-oriented of ordinary Petri Nets with the strength of a high-level
modeling language so it shares the same primitives and basic programming language, which provides the primitives for
concepts with many other object-oriented modeling languages, definition of data types and manipulation of their data values
which provides a basis for model interoperability. However, [12]. Reference [12] provides an in-depth discussion of the
SysML is weak in executable semantics, which limits its advantages of using CPN. What also needs to be mentioned is
capabilities to analyze and verify defined specifications. that three characteristics distinguish CPNs from other

Formal specification of the executable model requires well executable formalisms. First, CPNs offer an advantage of
defined executable semantics. The chosen of the modeling combining a well-defined mathematical foundation, an
language depends on the system to be modeled, the abstraction interactive graphical representation and simulation, and the
level to work on, and the system behavior of interest. In many capabilities to carry out simulations and formal verifications.
modern engineering systems such as communication networks, Secondly, it is possible to use the same (or at least very similar)
flexible manufacturing systems, control systems, transportation models to check both the logical or functional correctness of a
systems, and C4 systems, the behavior of interest is driven system and for performance analysis [15]. Finally, CPNs are
only by events that occur at discrete time points. Such systems very flexible in token definition and manipulation. Various
can be best specified by discrete-event models. As defined in architectural elements, e.g. components, tasks, messages,
[10], discrete-event models represent the operation of a system events, and even use cases can all be described by different
as a chronological discrete sequence of events. Each event types of tokens. This feature makes CPN modeling even more
occurs at an instant in time and marks a change of state in the flexible and capable of modeling a large variety of systems.
system. Therefore, an executable architecture specified in this Formal models specified by SysML can be transformed to
way is a dynamic model that defines the precise event executable models represented by CPNs by following well
sequences, the conditions under which event is triggered and defined procedures and mappings between these two notations.
information is produced or consumed, and the proprieties of This transformation supplements SysML modeling with formal
producers, consumers and other resources associated with the dynamic semantic plus the behavioral modeling and analysis
operation of the system. Usually, the complexity of such strength. CPNs have a formal, mathematical representation,
systems stems from the fact that the overall system behavior is which not only can unambiguously define the behavioral
not only determined by the components individually but also properties but also forms the foundation for formal analysis
from their interactions. Therefore, the target system should be methods. Information about the structure and simulation of a
modeled as a collection of objects and their interconnections, CPN can easily be extracted and communicated with external
information to be processed and exchanged, the order of events, applications and processes, which provides a means to enhance
and other properties. simulations and further extend CPN's capabilities in model
A variety of executable formalisms have been developed analysis with the aids of other analysis tools.

that support the development of discrete-event systems and In summary, by integrating the above mentioned tools, we
offer the capabilities for dynamic behavior analysis, for can create an executable architecture paradigm that offers a
example, Finite-automata, StateCharts, DEVS (Discrete Event structured design process as shown in Fig. 1. This is an
System Specification), Petri nets, and GSMP (Generalized iterative process starting with requirements analysis and
Semi-Markov Processes). The approach proposed in this paper specification, through which the desired behavior of the system
intends to accommodate as broad a range of systems as is captured. The executable model (represented by CPN)
possible. Hence, we are interested in a modeling formalism developed from the static model (a set of SysML diagrams) is
that is sufficiently general, i.e. independent of domain and capable of generating dynamic behavior (the behavior as
technological substance of a specific system, and easy to map modeled). Key information can be extracted from the
to selected formal model specifications, i.e. SysML. More simulation to support architecture evaluation and analysis.
specifically, we want an executable modeling formalism that is Based on the results, the system can be modified and another
based on generic dynamic systems concepts, i.e. states and design cycle can begin. Finally, by comparing the desired
transitions, supports concurrency, synchronization and behavior and the behavior as modeled, we are able to verify the
resource sharing, offers hierarchical description and system architecture being designed.
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action using substitution transition to further elaborate on that
behavior or decompose the entity that generates this action.

*ii * M i -4il;;l*Mdeli Secondly, modeling actions by transitions allows us to model

Requirement1;1SysML Diagrams data flow and/or control flow more clearly. This is desirable
A> | | | requiements 1 since the essence of many discrete systems is information

Model Tra 'sormation processing.
Actors: Since, for every action, there is an actor that is

responsible for that action, the active objects (objects having
enement N an action) in SysML can be bound to transitions.
-A -Extract key ormation Tokens. When places are used to model conditions and

effects, tokens can be used to model resources, control signals,
End Behavior analysis and input/output message or other entities to be processed or

Fuctility verficatio interactive GUI exchanged during a transition (action).
A e htlbtecur re finemet & eairsArc6hitctrerfinement&A Beavora Transformation procedures. The transformation from

SysML specifications to CPNs must be faithful for the
simulation of the executable model to be used to verify and

Fig. 1. Executable System Architecting Paradigm validate the SysML model. Accordingly, an unambiguous
mapping between the elements of various SysML diagrams

B. Transformationfrom SysML to CPN and CPNs must be established. Fig. 2 outlines the procedure
used in this paper for synthesizing a CPN model from a

Pre-conditions. The architecture specification should be SysML model. Note that, in order to facilitate simulation and
formal enough to accommodate executable semantics. That is, performance analysis, some extra CPN constructs such as
it must capture sufficient representations of architectures and simulation monitors, which are not converted directly from the
be unambiguous and consistent. An architecture will not be SysML model, are allowed to be added to the original CPN
fully operational until all nodes and activities are properly model, provided that the logic of the system is not impacted.
configured and connected and are consistent in terminology,
definition, and data exchange syntax. Step 0: Augment the sequence diagram(s). For each object in

the sequence diagram(s), add the operation description to the
Transformation schemes Based on Static View versus appropriate position on the lifeline in between the input and output

Dynamic View. The goal of developing an executable message/event. The operations should have been defined in block
architecture model in this paper is to facilitate the investigation definition diagram(s)
of system wide properties. Because the interactive behavior of Step 1: Create a transition for each operation in the sequence
system components is of greater interest than the reactive diagram(s) (preferably also list the object description next to the
behavior of individual components, it is better to define the operation description).
executable model that relies on synchronous operation calls Step 2: Create a substitution transition for each nested sequence
between operational nodes. For this reason, the SysML-to- diagram.beNtweenfoermationa nodis ses F this reason,s themarlyMLa Step 3: Create a place for each message/event between lifelines.
CPN transformation discussed in this paper is primarily based Assign the appropriate color set and create the corresponding
on SysML sequence diagrams. declaration in the index.

Step 4: Create arcs between transitions and the places according
Basic mappingfrom SysML models to CPNs. to the sequence diagrams. There should be a one-to-one matching
Places/Transitions. There exist two basic alternatives to between the numbers of message/event in the sequence diagrams

map from the SysML specifications to the CPNs resulting in and the number of places between transitions in the CPN model.
two different interpretations: Step 5: Add Arc inscriptions, guard functions, or code segments

1. Identify actions with places in the CPN. In this case, the derived from the rules associated with each operation.
Step 6: Create a sub-page for each substitution transition.

state of a system can be interpreted as what the system is doing. step 0 to 5o eata theueltetransitions.
This is thewaythat UML/SysML state machine usually~~~* 6. 1. Follows step O to 5 to create all the related transitions,I

This is the way that UML/SysML state machine usually places and arcs.
adopted, which is good for depicting the reactive behavior of a 6.2. Assign the Input, Output, and I/O ports places.
system. Step 7: Assign socket places and connect all substitution

2. Identify actions with transitions. In this case, the state of transitions and their sub-pages.
the system can be interpreted as a set of conditions that a Step 8: Specify initial markings for each related places.
system is holding and a set of effects after the system did
something. Fig. 2. Translation Schemes from SysML to CPN

The second alternative is chosen in this paper for the
following two reasons. First, the hierarchical (or modularity) Based on the procedure outlined in Fig. 2, the basic
of CPN is achieved by means of substitution transitions. By mappings between elements in SysML diagrams and elements
identifying actions with transitions, we can decompose the in a CPN model are generated and presented in Table 1, which
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also establishes a concordance between various entities within D. Architecture Analysis and Evaluation
a set of SysML diagrams.

CPN models and simulations contain detailed quantitative
Table 1. Mapping between Elements in a SysML Model and a CPN Model information about the performance of a system, such as

throughput, processing time, queue lengths, resource
- lIII 1! 111 E I I utilization, etc., which can be extracted to support the

investigation and discovery of structural and dynamic system
Active Interacting = = (Substitution) properties, which reflect correctly the behavior of the system in
obect Object transition reality.
Passi-ve / I I I I | .Three forms of architecture evaluation, logical, behavioral,
connector N/A N/A Interface Place and performance, are described in [7]. The logic is examined
ob ect I -by testing each step of the execution to ensure that the model

Ilnformafftion1 follows the desired logic. The behavior of the system can be
Transient oin the observed directly from the simulation. However, it is often
inlbrmidion Imes§4g lifie IOWeet flowIIthm fl6w Token I
infrtin m In I f beyond the capability of human beings to observe the details of/event beteen

lifelines a simulation by watching the CPN and its markings. A
Place dfid N Inumbers of alternative behavioral analysis methods are

Mesg Flo P:laceand itsT,_-w _MeCssageC N/A N/A s1pW t colo set provided in [14] such as simulation report, report places,Type declaration business charts, Message Sequence Charts (MSCs), state space
Information|l reports (dead transitions, liveness, home properties, deadlock,
onf the conservation properties, etc.), and state space graphs.

Operation mese line' Iotrlowfa.e Token Reference [15] provides an overview of some new
Call id/or specifiMcin performance analysis facilities supported by the latest version

description of CPN Tools.
lne

Operations N/A Action Idefinitin Transition Behavior and Functionality Verification. When the whole
MessagelineDashed line 1I set of conditions and events of a system are specified correctly

Flo b gtw neDcasonnectingePoradPort in a CPN model, the model should be able to undergo
F16wv 16tW6en Ioobjfitfl PMande n

Pt Are appropriate sequences of state transitions. Therefore, we can
Ilifblih&s IWo Ilo fif*ti1Ifelines land action verify the system design by comparing the behavior as
Nested Child SusitI modeled and the desired behavior. The former can be obtained

, . . u shEtUlTInAMlodule sequence activity N/ Substituion from the Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) while the latter are
I ,1io~~~~~~rasitcioiniIdiagram [diagram I captured by the sequence diagrams. If the comparison shows a

match, the model can be verified and validated. If the match is
insufficient, then either the architecture model needs to be

C. Integration ofCPN with Supporting Tools modified in order to better represent the system architecture or
the system architecture needs to be reconfigured in order to

The CPN modeling language is supported by CPN Tools, better satisfy the requirements.
which is a graphical software tool for creating, editing,
simulating and analyzing CPN models. CPN Tools provides Identification of Missing Specifications and Missing
Comms/CPN, a CPN ML library, which allows CPN Tools to Requirements. Missing specifications can be identified in the
communicate based on TCP/IP with external application and process of both executable model synthesis and simulation
processes, which provides a means of extending CPN's because an incomplete model is not executable. Simulation
simulation capabilities, e.g. extraction of useful information, runs can also reveal missing requirements, which, in this
Graphic User Interface (GUI), instant feedback, and interactive context, are functions or capabilities that the system must
control of the simulation process. For example, two GUIs are support in order to generate the required behavior or
often used with a CPN, BRITNeY Suite [13] and Graphviz. performance but have not been specified yet.
The BRITNeY Suite is a java application that can run on top of
CPNs. During the simulation, users can control the simulation III. APPLYING EXECUTABLE ARCHITECTURE
execution only through this GUI. A variety of graphic outputs PARADIGM TO GEOSS
such as the Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) and the State
Space Graphs can be generated after the simulation. They are The Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS)
important means for analyzing the behavior of the system is a system of networked sensors, communication devices,
being modeled. Graphviz is another option for generating storage devices, computers, and other resources used in concert
various graphical outputs from CPN simulation, e.g. State to observe the Earth. In this paper, GEOSS was modeled as a
Space Graphs. More software tools supporting the analysis of distributed multi-task concurrent information processing
CPN can be found in [14]. system with high interoperability, maintainability, and
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expandability. The challenge is to model the management, achieved through an iterative refinement process, which is
retrieval, and processing of the observation datasets and driven by introducing domain information such as structural,
information products in a distributed and heterogeneous behavioral interoperability, and interfacing requirements of
computational environment that links distributed centers, users, system components. The resulting system architecture was a
data, applications, computer networks, and storage resources. layered architecture rather than the typical federated one. This
A system design that is resilient to change is highly style of organizing the components standardizes the

desirable. Hence, the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) architecture while greatly leveraging flexibility. Fig. 3 is a
approach [16] was employed to guide the architecture SysML block definition diagram showing the relationships of
development process. The MDA approach enables the same various components within GEOSS. The system activities are
model specifying business processes or application realized as five layers and a cross-cutting section based on
functionality to be realized on multiple platforms. The benefit their roles in data and information processing. Lower layers
is great improvement in portability, interoperability, reusability, provide service to upper layers and upper layers are logically
and maintainability. In general system design, MDA can be closer to end users.

ibd[lblock] GEOSSinfrastruc ure

GEOSSS. ni C....mmr-on GEOSSU.iUse rle.~ce

i _ f 1 1 _ - A b~~~~~~~~OWPOApDt
i I_~~~~~WPOb A Pt1WEi LWPDAPDt aa |D;wmVeApS

_t _FAWD CDPM Dt SS
L_ Petgs t K.cai 2 _

I 1 I or LA aj 1 _ _g Q_CE Cofgrt n & EIuo Mng

E_-AM;-_PFD _PNlS _DApWFD SDtLDAWFMS A1TWFMSD DMCI g g IS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I WFDg ILIF
C Mg (ttg!,,< , 0 f []~~~~~~~QMgD tI .. 10 I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~LDM-ARMD Maag ft

II1 _ _ , ibi_ 111MAEC1WFARM
. M fSl li i i l llllllI 1iillllliiiiillllliiiiillllliiiiillllliiiiillllliIIIIIIILlIII -IIIIRM AECSIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

l t_~~~~ARMCIgiaDt 0LWFAMg 0 -0 - a

I~~~~~L M_ n ae~ DaRD MgAcv a SM

[ | ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1MC ID T PD LDtSAM

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~GO IRS: IAI--srv __
Tran_Ts nroc = =DTp D a Trans -;ton 11

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0 _WPOb

I_DtSCtIg

Fig. 3. Internal Block Diagram - GEOSS Internal Connections
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Layer 1, the User Interface, comprises components that database and storage, computational hardware and software,
interact directly with end users and end-user tools. Layer 2, sensors, and data collection centers. Some cross-cutting
Applications and Tools, comprises common applications and components providing functionality that spans multiple layers
tools that provide services to user applications. Layer 3, are identified and grouped into a package called Common
Configuration and Execution Management, comprises "service Services.
modules" that mange distributed resources such as application The behavior of the system is specified using SysML
environment configuration, distributed computational activity diagrams and sequence diagrams. Since the SysML-
resources coordination, and application input and output, to-CPN transformation methods developed in this paper is
archives and workflow management. Layer 4, Resource primarily based on the latter, the example shown here only
Access, provides the data transmission service and the standard includes sequence diagrams. Fig. 4 depicts the sub-activity of
protocols for accessing raw services. Layer 5, Resources, collecting observation data.
represents all the physical raw resources such as distributed

sd Collect Observation Data]
Description Sensors Observation svs LDataTransDortationlQA/OC MetadataManement~~~.............P............in.......t.a....
Recei\eObser~~~~~~~tionRequest Ob.....se.....................e.n..

Reqest Obseriiti..n.Observation.....Request.
Perfdrm sensor coUections Measures~~~~....

RconoidatbsensoataonRRaws Observationsreent

Access consolidated data oslatdenrdt
QAIQC current Data Ditiuted sensor datao
Start parallel

Create Metadata QAIQC Processed Da
Disseminate Metadata Li Metadata Data

also parallel
Detect E\ent, Change & PatternmP Event, change &Pfern
Disseminate observation Products H bservation products aiid deteced event, change Pattern
and Even, Change & patternm

end parallel
Transport data Distributed observaton products and deteced event, change & Pattern:

Fig. 4. Sequence Diagram -Collect Observation Data

The MDA principle fosters modularity which can be module derived from the sequence diagram presented in Fig.4
reflected through nested sequence diagrams. These modules, using the transformation rules defined in Section II.
achieved through CPN substitution transitions, can be
developed and tested in isolation. Fig. 5 depicts the CPN

ee1((LbOTprdv)TpUSjd) (Uj

DaaL~tpa lxAtTc VDa LSenToOabTMse
Fig.5. PN Ragew ollcb bevainDt
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Three animation tools supported by BRITNeY have been 3. State Space Graphs.
used in this paper: The MSC generated by the BRITNeY Suite from one

1. Interactive Control, which includes accepting inputs simulation run of the above CPN model is shown in Fig. 6.
from outside users and providing graphical feedback,
2. Message Sequence Charts (MSCs), and

SensorMs ObsS l PrProcess Wobsitoal Catalog ResAccss Dat&ase Reposiry

ReeivObtReq ( an Obsi(rOceanhr as 1} ll

)sReq (C 7Ocean Obs-1O)~COcean Forecastij))
r i1

s (C'Raw-%",0cean Obs-",1 0),'Ocean Forecast'i))

ConsolidatedO s (('Consolidated-`, cean Obs-`, 0)'Oc e an Forecast'i)) lkTlllzl it i 24rw lr H i w ;Transmit (C'Subset-O,70cean Obs-in0,1O)eaan Forecastly1)1

Q a~D,ata ((Fo, atedSanibzedStand ezmd"j!OceahnObs 1ftr0eahForecasX1Y)
0A_C_Data ('FormatedSanitizedStandardezzed-",""Ocean Cbs-`I 0)

Evt_Chg_Ptn_Filter (('0bsPrd-"Ocean Obs-"i 0)t"'Ocean Forecast'i))

M-taDtMgt(tOce-an Obs-O,0cean Obs-MetaDt )

Dissemination (70),")

Dissemination (c7.O) X l
Dissemination (4"(ObsPrd-Ocean Obs-i 0,OObsPrd-Ocean Obs-MebDt')X'0cean Forecast',

I r i
Dissemination (OLsPrd-Ocean Obs-"i 0"ObsPrd-Ocean Obs-MetaDt)'lOcean

Fig. 6. MSC - Collect Observation Data

By comparing the above SysML sequence diagram and the verification. Further study need to be carried out in this area.
corresponding MSC, we can conclude that the behavior as Non-functional concerns are often coupled. For example,
molded (reflected by MSC) conforms to the desired behavior resource constraints may impact processing time and cause
(captured in the sequence diagrams). Thus, the system task scheduling and prioritization problems. Non-functional
architecture can be verified. requirements can also impose constraints on the functional

behavior. For example, security requirements may require the
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK system to provide registration, subscription, authorization, or

authentication services while accessibility may require
This paper introduced an executable system architecting resource control and prioritization capabilities. In order to

solution based on SysML-CPN transformation. The approach simulate and measure the non-functional performance, some
proposed here models interactive behavior between various mathematic methods, computation intelligence tools, and other
system components using states and transitions, as well as external simulation environments may need to be integrated
conditions and events, as the core semantics. To achieve this into the executable model. More analysis techniques should be
framework, a set of methodologies including a formal studied and integrated.
transformation procedure, a well defined mapping between
these formalisms, and some architecture analysis technologies REFERENCE
were developed. This paradigm facilitates the investigation of
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